
Form As Resistance

The cover illustration of Shapes of Native Nonfiction Collected Essays by 
Contemporary Writers is a coil: a round base at the bottom spirals upward like a 
ribbon, the circles tightening as it ascends. It is an apt illustration for a book that 
at heart is about structure, shape, and form, and, in so being, is about resistance, 
truth and liberation. 

The introduction grounds the collection as canon-correcting. Editors Elissa 
Washuta and Theresa Warburton lay a foundation explaining why the essays 
that follow are not explanatory. “This shift destabilizes the colonial demand for 
factual information about Native life,” they write. The collection resists the 
extractive nature of knowledge acquisition by non-Natives of the Native 
experience. It writes against the shrinking inherent in “reading Native literatures 
as a form of ‘ethnographic reportage’” something to be consumed, devoured, 
explicated for outsiders. 

In a world where violent normativity continues to assert itself as the only 
truth, such work is essential. The introduction also documents the lineage of this 
literature: a history of nonlinear, lyric thought. The introduction is written, 
interestingly, in a linear, explanatory style. “The very serious function of racism … 
is distraction,” Toni Morrison said in 1975. “It keeps you explaining, over and over 
again, your reason for being. Somebody says you have no language and so you 
spend 20 years proving that you do.” Yet, documentary work that combats erasure 
is important. The collection’s first section: technique, starts here. Essays describe 
writers’ liberation processes, how they threw off the constraints of oppressive 
forms and moved toward truer expression. In “Funny, You Don’t Look Like 
(My Preconceived Ideas of) an Essay” Chip Livingston narrates his awakening 
and evolution through exposure to genre-bending work.

Later sections, though, are where the true nectar lies. In coiling, plaiting, and 
twining, we are deep in the world of the lyric essay, immersed in different shapes 



of nonlinear structures. These essays have thrown off the shackles of explication; 
authors are fully who they are; seeing and writing the world as experienced. 
Bojan Louis screams in italics and all caps: “/PLEASE TELL ME IF I HAVE 
MOURNING BREATH/“ Michael Wasson weaves a perfect essay all in and out of 
time in intentionally scattered tenses; smeared memories in tight prose.  It is so 
complete, so immersive, so whole that you finish and start again, to swim in the 
layers, repetitions, and references. 

These essays forward the already extant other world, the richness beyond the 
didactic. The world that writes, factually, as Alicia Elliott does, of “A Mind 
Spread Out on the Ground.” It is essential that these essays are nonfiction and 
labelled as such. They write truth in all its vastness and in so doing liberate us 
all. 

-Allyn Gaestel


